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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we give two generalizations of the well-known power method for 
computing the dominant eigenvalue of a matrix. These generalizations are based on 
the e-algorithm and allow one to compute simultaneously all the eigenvalues and the 
eigenvectors of a matrix. We assume here that all the eigenvalues have distinct 
modulus, but a forthcoming version of our algorithms will allow complex and multiple 
eigenvalues. Some numerical results are given which show how the method works. 
1. THE POWER METHOD AND THE e-ALGORITHM 
The power method is a widely used method for computing the dominant 
eigenvalue of a square matrix. This method is often known as the Rayleigh 
quotient method. 
Let A be a square matrix with p rows and p columns; let A,, . . . , $ be its 
eigenvalues and vl,. . . , up the corresponding eigenvectors. The simplest form 
of the power method consists in choosing an arbitrary vector x,, such that the 
scalar product (x,,, ui) is different from zero and constructing the sequence of 
vectors {x”} by means of the iterations x,, i = Ax,. Setting 
ap= Y,%+1 ( ) 
(Y&J 
where (Y~“lwi 
it can easily be seen that if 
lhrl> (X,1 2 . * * > [$I > 0, 
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then 
If there are several eigenvalues with modulus equal to IX,], then the power 
method can be modified to converge to hi. In this paper we shall restrict 
ourselves to the first case. The interested reader is referred to the books of 
Faddeeva [8] and Wilkinson [14] for further considerations about this 
method. 
The power method can also be used to compute the next eigenvalue of A. 
Let us assume that Xi has been obtained by the power method as above; 
then a deflation of the matrix A or a A-difference analysis of the Rayleigh 
quotients allows us to compute h, (see, for example [ll] or [9]) if IX,] > IX,]. 
As can easily be seen, the major inconvenient of these methods is the need 
for a knowledge of hi. In other words, the eigenvalues of A can only be 
computed one after another: the power method must have numerically 
converged to Xi before starting new iterations for computing X,. 
The aim of this paper is to give a generalization of the power method 
which allows one to compute simultaneously all the eigenvalues and the 
eigenvectors of A if necessary, or only some of the former if desired. This 
generalization is based on the e-algorithm. The e-algorithm is a method of 
accelerating the convergence of sequences of numbers due to Wynn [15]. It 
is a recursive process to compute Shanks’ transformation of sequences [13], 
which is a generalized version of the well-known A2 process of Aitken [l]. 
Wynn has also proposed a vector e-algorithm working with sequences of 
p-dimensional complex vectors [16]. Let {x,,} be a sequence of such vectors; 
the vector e-algorithm consists in setting 
c!!)l=OEcP, &Lx n, n=O,l,..., 
and then constructing the e-array by use of 
cf!! 1 = cf~+~‘) + [A$‘] - ’ n,k=O,l,..., 
where A@ = e$“+ ‘) - e$“) and where the inverse Y -’ of Y ECP is defined as 
Y -‘=Y/(YYY). 
This vector e-algorithm has received application for solving systems of 
linear and nonlinear equations; as shown by Gekeler [lo] and Brezinski [2,3], 
it produces a quadratically convergent method for systems of nonlinear 
equations without calculating any derivatives and under quite generous 
conditions. This method has been applied with success to multipoint 
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boundary value problems for systems of ordinary differential equations by 
Brezinski and Rieu [7]. 
The use of the vector e-algorithm provides a direct method for solving 
systems of linear equations [lo], even when the matrix is singular and the 
system possesses infinitely many solutions [4]. Thus, as with the other direct 
methods for systems of linear equations, it is not surprising that the vector 
e-algorithm gives rise to a method for computing all the eigenvalues of a 
square matrix. 
The abstract theory of the vector e-algorithm has been studied by Wynn 
[17], and the fundamental theorem on which the whole theory is constructed 
has been conjectured by Wynn [18] and proved by McLeod [12]. 
The assumptions and notation used in this paper are the following: A is 
the square pX p real matrix whose eigenelements are to be computed. 
~~t.$,a;$eo~~~~~ of A, and 0 i,. . . , vP the corresponding eigen- 
Ai#l, i=l ,**a, P, (2) 
IAll > l&l > . . * > I”pl> 0 (3) 
If the first assumption (2) is not satisfied, then the matrix A can be replaced 
by the matrix aA, where a is a real nonzero number. Thus instead of 
Xi,. ..,a, the values ah, ,..., a+, will be obtained. The second condition (3) 
obviates the case where A has multiple or complex eigenvalues. This case 
will be treated in a forthcoming paper by a suitable modification of the 
algorithms studied herein. The condition (3) implies that the eigenvectors 
01, * * 9 > up form a basis of RP. 
Let {u,,} and {w,,} be two sequences of vectors of RP. The notation 
u, _ w,, will be used to mean that 
( Y&J 
n%& (y,w,)=l y#OERP such that (y,v,)#O for i=l,..., p, 
where ( y, x) denotes the scalar product between the vectors y and z. If {u,} 
and {w,,} are sequences of real numbers, the same notation means that 
lim ,,,%IW, = I. 
2. THE FIRST ALGORITHM 
Let x0 be an arbitrary real vector of RP such that (x0, vi) # 0 Vi, and let us 
construct the sequence of vectors {x,} by x,,, = Ax, for n =O, 1,. . . . We 
shall now study the application of the vector e-algorithm (1) to this sequence 
{ x~}. The main result is 
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k-0 ,...,p-1, 
where yi=(hd-l)~i and )I yij12=(yi,yj). 
Proof. Since the eigenvectors form a basis, 
xo=a,u,+*** +a&. 
It can, of course, be assumed that this basis is an orthogonal one, so that the 
condition (x0, vi) #O Vi implies a, #O for i = 1,. . . ,p. Setting zi = a, u,, we get 
i=l 
and thus we obtain 
p_r Yl 
A: II Yll12 ’ 
since yi#O Vi and jAi/h,j < 1 for i =2,. . . ,p. 
Let us assume that the theorem has been proved until k. We have now to 
prove it for k + 1: 
A&&_ l-h+1 yk+l 
hn+k+l 11 Yk+1112 ’ k+l 
x 
n+k+l 
[IA 
k+l 
--yk+l= -xk=t;k+‘zk+l, 
1-hk+, 
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by definition of yk + r. We thus immediately have 
which proves the theorem for the vectors l sk (“). For the vectors with an odd 
lower index we get 
and 
since I~/&+sl<l for i=k+3,...,p. 
1 Yk+2 -- 
A I;n++2k+l 11 !/k+2ii2 ’ 
\ \ n+k+l \ 
&+3 1 ?tk+2 --- 
x f~+~+’ iI !fk+2112 ’ k+2 
which ends the proof of this theorem. 
Our first algorithm for computing the eigenvalues of the matrix A is now 
clear: 
1 
(1) Let us choose an arbitrary vector x0 such that (x0, vi) #O for i = 
)..., . 
@‘Let us perform the iterations ;r,+ 1 = Ax for n = 0 1 
(3) Let us apply the vector e-algorithm “(1) to the &&ence 
p-dimensional real vectors to obtain the vectors denoted by l $“). 
{x,} of 
(4) Let us form the ratios 
@= (YA+‘)) 
( y,E~)) , k=O ,..., p-l and n=O,l,..., 
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or the ratios: 
bp_ (Y&+1) 
(y,Cnk=:jj 7 k=O,...,p-landn=O,l,..., 
where y is an arbitrary nonzero vector which can depend upon n and k and 
which can also be different for the sequences {up)} and { I$)}. 
Using the result of Theorem 1, we immediately get 
THEOREM 2. lim,,,a~“)=lim,,,bl”)=hk+l for k=O,...,p- 1. 
Moreover, 
ap)=A,+,+ 0 (( gk+) 
Proof. It is evident that bf)wAk+ I. For the sequence {up)} we get 
The proof of the theorem can easily be achieved by effecting the division, n 
The above algorithm can also be used to compute the eigenvectors of the 
matrix A: 
THEOREM 3. 
~ = al& ( y~&+l)&=uk+l fork=O,...,p-1. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 we get 
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Dividing both members by ( ~,e&)), the preceeding relation can be written as 
( Y (n+l) >'%k ) &+l) & 
( y,&) ( y&k+ l)) -A ( y&‘) . 
This relation proves the first part of this theorem by using the first conver- 
gence result of Theorem 2. 
Multiplying both members of the same relation by ( y, @+ J, we get 
which ends the proof by using the second convergence result of Theorem 2. 
W 
3. THE SECOND ALGORITHM 
Instead of the vector e-algorithm, the repeated application of the vector 
form of the Aitken AZ-process can be used. By repeated application we mean 
the following method: Let us first apply the vector e-algorithm to a sequence 
of vectors { xn} to produce the vectors denoted by $1. This sequence { ep)} 
can now be used as an initial sequence for a second application of the vector 
e-algorithm, and so on. This method can be formalized by the notation 
OEO n, 
(n) = x 
fl= 0, 1, * . . . 
For the (k + 1)th repeated application (k = 0, 1, . . . ), 
k#= [Ak@‘] -’ 
(n)_ (n) 
k+l’O -kc2 for n=O 1 , ).... (4 
If { ;m} is a sequence of vectors produced by x”+~ = Ax,,, where x0 is an 
arbitrary vector such that (x0, vi) # 0 for i = 1,. . . , p, then we obtain 
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THEOREM 4. 
k&‘)-,=$+lA;+kzi, k=O ,..., p-l, 
(n),_ 1 L l-/k+1 
kel 
h :i? 11 !!k+1? ' 
k=O,...,p-1. 
Proof. 
P 
&p = X” = x Ai”Zi. 
i=l 
Let us assume that the theorem has been proved until k, and let us prove it 
for k+ 1: 
Ak@- 5 jy’+ky,++k 
i=k+l 
k+l (Yk+l+ ,$,( $r+k%), 
Thus we get 
A k&L_hn+k 
k+l yk+l’ 
(4 1 Yk+l kzl --p yk+l 
A k”,:” 11 !!k+lt 
Qp)_ l-Ak+l 
hn+k+l iI Yk+1ii2 k l 
and 
[Ak~~‘]-‘--~~~~+l~k+l (by definition of Y~+~), 
kEp-A;;;+lZ k+l+ 5 xi”+k+lzi-h;~+lk+lzk+l, 
i=k+2 
which ends the proof of the theorem, since k+l~$) = &“). 
Thus our second algorithm for computing the eigenvalves of A is the 
following: 
(1) Let us choose an arbitrary vector x,, such that (x0, oj) # 0 for i = 1,. . . , p. 
(2) Let us perform the iterations x, + r = Ax, for n = 0, 1, . . . . 
(3) Let us make the repeated application (4) to the sequence {x,,} of 
p-dimensional real vectors to obtain the vectors denoted by k@ and kep). 
(4) Let us form the ratios: 
k=O ,..., p-l andn=O,l,..., 
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or the ratios: 
d$‘) = 
( Y> kc)) 
( y,&+r)) ’ 
k-0 ,..., p-l andn=O,l,..., 
where y is an arbitrary nonzero vector which can depend upon n and k and 
which can also be different for the sequences { cp)} and { dk(“)}. 
THEOREM 5. limn_*mcl”)=lim,,,dk(n)=hk+l for k=O,...,p- 1. 
Moreover, 
@)=&+1+ 0 (( &f+l)# 
THEOREM 6. 
k4P r?% ( y,kp) = $nm ( y,kzP)kct)= v,,, for k=O,...,p-1. 
The proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 are exactly the same that the proofs of 
Theorems 2 and 3 because the result of Theorem 4 is identical to the result 
of Theorem 1. 
It is evident that the two preceding methods can be used to compute only 
some of the dominant eigenvalues, since they are found in decreasing order. 
4. VARIANTS OF THE ALGORITHMS 
In the rules for the vector e-algorithm (1) or in the rules for its repeated 
application (4), the inverse y -’ of a vector y E RP can be defined as 
Y -l= Y/II Yl12> 
where I] I] denotes any vectorial norm instead of the Euclidian norm. We 
thus obtain a particular case of an c-algorithm proposed by Brezinski [5] to 
accelerate the convergence of sequences in a Banach space. 
In the numerical applications, certain other norms are easier to compute 
than the Euclidian norm and are less subject to roundoff errors. For our 
purpose these variants of our algorithms have the same properties, and 
Theorems 1 and 6 still remain valid. There is nothing else to prove, as the 
proofs have been given with a norm which can be chosen arbitrarily. 
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Instead of (1) and (4) we can also use a new e-algorithm proposed by 
Brezinski [6] to accelerate the convergence of sequences in a topological 
vector space. We don’t want to develop here any theoretical considerations 
about this algorithm; let us only say that, in the vector case, Theorems 1 and 
6 are still true, and that this algorithm can be used to compute the 
eigenvalue of some linear operators in topological vector spaces. This subject 
will be studied further. 
Let us now speak about a modification of our methods which con- 
siderably reduces the computational effort involved in the algorithms but 
does not provide us the eigenvectors of the matrix. Instead of applying the 
vector r-algorithm or the vector form of the Aitken process to the complete 
vectors {x,,}, this modification consists in applying them to vectors formed 
only by some components of the vectors { 3c,}. 
If the vector x,, still satisfies (x,,, t+) #O for i = 1,. . . ,p, then the same 
theorems are still true for the reduced vectors ep). Thus the eigenvalues can 
be computed using only some components of the vectors {x,}. This modifi- 
cation reduces the computations and also the storage needed for the 
algorithms, but provides us only some of the components of the eigenvectors. 
In particular, our methods can be applied to a single component of the x”. In 
this case our algorithms are nothing else but the scalar e-algorithm or the 
repeated A2 process applied to the sequence { (x,,)~} for n = 0, 1, . . . , where 
(x,)~ designs the kth component of x,. We thus obtain the eigenvalues of A 
and the kth components of all the eigenvectors. If this variant is used for 
every k=l,...,p, we get all the components of the eigenvectors; this can be 
done with the vector forms of our algorithms, where the inverse of a vector y 
is y-l such that ( Y-‘)~= l/y,. 
5. ACCELERATION OF THE CONVERGENCE 
It is well known that the scalar A2 process of Aitken accelerates the 
convergence of the sequence {up)} produced by the power method. It can 
be shown that if ag) = Xi + O((Q’h,)“tl), then we get 
n+l 
a0 
(n+2+$)_ [a(;+ly 
Q)= ag+2L@3+l)+($) 
x3 
=x,+0 c 
I 1 1 
. 
1 
The use of the complete scalar e-algorithm as defined by Wynn [15] is a very 
powerful device to acceletate the convergence of sequences such as {up)}, 
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and Wynn [19] proved that if the e-algorithm is applied to the sequence 
&’ --a + izr aibr withl>b,>b,>... >O, 
then for fixed k, ~2) mu + 0( b[+ J. The same result holds if - 1 < b, < b, 
<... < 0. The result is also true whatever be the constants bj for i = 1,2,. . , ; 
this is nothing but Theorem 1 for scalars and k = 0, 1, . . . . 
We thus get immediately 
THEOREM 7. Zf the scalar c-algorithm is applied to the sequence {a?)} 
for fixed k or to the sequence { cp)} for fixed k, then it produces numbers 
denoted by ~8) which satisfy the relation 
d@kk+ 1 +o(( *i^“) 
forfixed q and k=O,...,p-1. 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 2 it is easy to derive that 
n+k 
+ ek,nr 
where ai are nonzero coefficients and where e,,, designates a term which is 
infinitely small before the summation. The end of the proof follows from the 
preceeding result about the convergence of the scalar e-array. n 
The consequence of this theorem is that the sequence {e&j+,} converges 
to Xk+l faster than the sequence { ~8)) for fixed q, in the sense that 
lim 
EZ$-hk+l 
=O, 
n+cc 
when the scalar e-algorithm is applied to ep) = up) or to E,$“)= @, ?I= 
0, 1, . . . . 
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6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Let us now consider the following matrix: 
whose eigenelements are 
x,=9, A,=3, h,= 1, 
%=( _;), %=(-;). %=( _;). 
Let us start our first algorithm with x0 = (1; 0; O)T, and let us choose y 
=(l;O;O)T; we get 
3. 
19. 
11.4 
9.7 
9.2 
9.07 
9.02 
9.008 
9.002 
9.0009 
9.0003 
9.0001 
12.9 
10.1 
9.3 
9.1 
9.04 
9.01 
9.004 
9.001 
9.0004 
9.0001 
9.00005 
- 2.5 
5.2 
3.4 
3.1 
3.04 
3.01 
3.004 
3.001 
3.0004 
3.0001 
2.93 
2.98 
2.992 
2.997 
2.9991 
2.9997 
2.99991 
2.99997 
2.99999 
0.999999 
xJooooo 8.5 
0.999999 5.3 
1.oooooO 1.7 
0.999999 1.05 
l.OOOOOO 0.996 
l.OOOOOO 0.996 
0.999999 0.998 
As stated by Theorem 7, the convergence of these sequences can be 
accelerated by using the scalar c-algorithm. Let us, for example, consider the 
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sequences { bp)}; we get 
{ rp= bj”)) f PI ( @‘I {#I 1 @‘I 
2.93 
2.98 2.99992 
2.992 2.999991 2.999999989 
2.997 2.9999999 2.9999999996 3.- 
2.9991 2.99999989 3.-1 2.9999999998 2.999999999998 
2.9997 2.999999988 2.9999999996 2.99999999991 
2.99991 2.9999999987 3.- 
2.99997 3.- 
2.99999 
For the eigenvectors we obtain 
with {et)}, (1; -2.oooooooO2; 1.000000002)T 
with {of’)}, (0.1874999992; - 0.3749999990; 0.1874999997)T 
with {@}, (1; - 1.66666667; 0.66666667)T 
with { z$“)}, (0.355263157; - 0.592105264; 0.23682106)T 
with {et)}, (1; - 0.99999999; 0.33333333)T 
with {c&“)}, (- 0.53421011; 0.53421011; - 0.17807003)T 
Z should like to thank M. F. Rachdi for the computution of the numerical 
example. It is also a pleasure to thank Prof. P. Wynn for helpful conversa- 
tions about this paper and other mutters. 
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